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Abstract. The terms that users pass to search engines are often ambiguous, by 
referring to homonyms.  The search results in these cases are a mixture of links 
to documents that refer to different meanings of the search terms. Current 
search engines provide suggested query completion terms as a dropdown list. 
However, such lists are not well organized, mixing completions for different 
meanings. In addition, the suggested search phrases are not discriminating 
enough. We propose an approach to suggesting well organized and visually 
separated search completions based on ontologies. In addition, our approach 
supports the use of negative terms to disambiguate the suggested completions in 
the list. We present an algorithm to generate the suggested search completion 
terms. We have developed musician and basketball player ontologies and an 
Ontology-Supported Web Search (OSWS) System for “famous people” that 
generates the suggested search term completions, based on these ontologies.   
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1   Introduction 

Users’ information needs in the digital era can be fulfilled by keyword-based search 
engines. Such search engines have become the universal catalogs for world-wide 
resources. Unlike the old library catalogs that are mostly searchable by fixed fields 
(e.g., by authors, titles, and keywords predefined by authors), modern Web search 
engines provide a flexible, easy way to express search terms. However, the search 
results are typically long lists of hits that contain many irrelevant links [1].  Past re-
search has concentrated either on refining the search keywords or on sifting and filter-
ing the search results, to improve the precision of the returned hit lists [1].  

Search engines face an additional complication when a search term is a homonym 
(a keyword with multiple meanings or multiple references) and the user is not aware 
that there are several concepts for this term. She might not be aware of this ho-
monymy at all, or it might escape her attention at the moment of performing the Web 
search. For example, when looking for information about former President George W. 
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Bush she might momentarily forget about President George H. W. Bush, the father of 
President George W. Bush. She would then get results about both of them, which is 
not what she desired. 

When using a search engine to satisfy an information need about a homonymous 
concept, a user is faced with two kinds of problems.  She might get an overwhelming 
number of responses about one homonym, especially if this meaning is more popular, 
while the second homonym with a less popular meaning that she might be really in-
terested in is hidden in a snippet on a much later page of hits, returned by the search 
engine. This is the case with lopsided preferences in meanings. For instance, the “Mi-
chael Jackson” who is a singer is much more popular than the basketball player of the 
same name. Hence many more search results contain references to the singer. In this 
situation, the user is at least aware that the results she is getting are not about the 
basketball player that she has been looking for. When formulating the initial query, it 
escaped her attention that there are two concepts for her search term and that more 
information might be available on the Web about the homonym that she is not inter-
ested in.  At this point, she needs to wade through pages of reported hits for the wrong 
Michael Jackson or append terms to her query that will exclude the unwanted homo-
nym and re-execute the search.  This constitutes a kind of feedback loop between the 
user and the search engine. 

The situation is even worse if the user is completely unaware of the fact that the 
search term is a homonym with two (or more) references, and all results that appear 
on the first few pages of hits are to the "wrong" reference. For example, a user located 
in the New York area, who types "Penn Station" into Google will see many references 
to Penn Station in New York City (NYC) and some references to Penn Station in 
Newark. These two Penn Stations are separated by a 20 minute train ride. Unbe-
knownst to her, there is also a Penn Station in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. However, a 
reference to the latter does not appear on the first page of search results.   

Google has a popular feature of displaying up to ten suggested search term comple-
tions for a query while the user is typing. Typing “George Bush” leads to suggested 
completions such as games, wiki, jokes, billboard, etc. The only small hint that there 
are two Presidents George Bush is one suggested completion “sr” (meaning senior). 
Google's suggestions are presumably based on the most common search terms entered 
by its millions of users. 

Our goal in this research is to improve the mechanism of suggested search comple-
tions in two ways. First, the display of suggested search term completions should be 
categorized visually to make it clear that homonymous terms exist. For this, knowl-
edge of the classes that terms belong to is necessary.  This is the kind of knowledge 
normally contained in ontologies. Secondly, the knowledge in the ontologies should 
be used to increase the precision of results, by making the suggested completions as 
discriminating as possible. One tool for making Web searches more focused is to use 
negative search terms in addition to the normal “positive” search terms. Naturally, the 
suggested search completions should not be over-specified to the point that the search 
engine would not return any results.  As we do not have access to the “most common 
search terms” collected by commercial search engines, we cannot use them to gener-
ate suggested completions. Instead we use ontologies both for creating the suggested 
completions and for providing the knowledge needed to visually categorize them.   
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Including negative search terms in the search queries is a powerful tool for dis-
criminating between wanted and unwanted results. In the past, negative search terms 
have not been used in suggested completions. We will discuss the generation of sug-
gested completions with negative search terms and hint at the problems that arise out 
of this pursuit. 

In Section 2 we present our previous work on ontology-supported Web search and 
explain some of its weaknesses. In Section 3.1 we describe an algorithm for generat-
ing suggested completions for homonymous search terms. Then, in Section 3.2, the 
Ontology-Supported Web Search (OSWS) System is introduced. Our approach to the 
use of negative search terms is discussed in Section 3.3. In Section 4, we briefly touch 
on the problem of ontology provisioning and present our musician and basketball 
player ontologies. Section 5 concludes the paper. 

2   Background 

In our previous research on an ontology-supported Web search system, the user was 
presented with a number of choices of additional search terms for her input. She could 
mark such terms as positive, i.e., they should be included in the Web search results, 
by clicking on associated check boxes (see Figure 1 and [2]). One problem with this 
approach was that users do not want to be bothered by (too many) questions. A more 
benign approach to eliciting additional information from a user can be seen in the use 
of suggested completions. While a user types in the first (few) word(s) of her search, 
the search engine displays up to ten suggested search completions, which will possi-
bly describe the search that the user had in mind. These completions are presumably 
based on the observed frequencies of many searches of other search engine users [3]. 
While the user continues to type, the suggested completions change rapidly and are 
often limited to fewer than ten. Most major search engines have such a mechanism. 
Google calls them “query suggestions” appearing in the “search box” [3], Yahoo calls 
them “search assistant” [4], and Bing calls them “search suggestions” [5].  

Another weakness of our approach in [2] was that it did not make use of the infor-
mation that may be inferred by a form of closed-world assumption from the terms that 
 

 

Fig. 1. Search screen example of previous ontology-supported Web search system 
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the user did not select with a check mark. According to the documentation of major 
search engines, the use of negative search words, marked with a minus sign before the 
word(s), constitutes a particularly powerful tool for discriminating between different 
results. Thus, we extend the approach in [2,6,7] in this paper by adding negative 
search terms.  

Google’s version of suggested completions has the problems described in Section 
1. They do not reflect distinctions between different concepts that are expressed by 
the same word or the same multi-word term (homonyms).  Suggested completions 
also do not appear to be optimized for discrimination between homonyms. Appending 
well chosen negative search words to a search term given by the user would result in 
improved discrimination between homonyms of that search term, if the appended 
words are characteristic for one of the homonymic senses. However, the use of too 
many negative search terms might exclude relevant results, i.e., the recall would suf-
fer.  It would be especially undesirable if the search is so over-specified that no results 
are reported at all.  

The suggested additional search terms in [2] (see Figure 1) were derived from an 
ontology. For a given user input, all homonymous concepts were located in the ontol-
ogy. Then choices of additional terms were generated by looking at neighboring con-
cepts in the ontology. Thus “Michael Jackson” is categorized as a singer, or in more 
technical terms, Michael Jackson is an instance of the class “singer.” Thus, a state-
ment of this nature with a check box was suggested to the user. If the user checks this 
box, then the word “singer” was automatically appended to the Web search query 
before executing it.  

Finding information about Michael Jackson the singer on the Web is clearly not a 
problem. There are millions of hits for this search term. However, when somebody is 
interested in Michael Jackson the basketball player, or in any one of the other over 20 
Michael Jacksons that have achieved some kind of fame over the years, then the task 
of finding relevant information becomes much more difficult. Appending negative 
search words such as “-songs” and “-lyrics” makes this task easier, by excluding the 
most widely used homonym of Michael Jackson the singer.  

3   Generating Ontology-Based Search Term Completions 

3.1   An Algorithm for Suggested Completions with Positive Terms Only 

The basic idea of generating suggested completions with positive search terms was 
not changed from [2], however the interface model was changed considerably, im-
proving both on our previous work and on common search engines. The following 
pseudocode demonstrates the processing steps. 
 
ALGORITHM  DISPLAY_SEARCH_SUGGESTIONS 
INPUT: SEARCH_TERM, KNOWLEDGE_BASE  
OUTPUT: Display of SEARCH_SUGGESTIONS 
 
BEGIN 
  NODE_COLLECTION = {} 
  FOR EACH NODE IN KNOWLEDGE_BASE 
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    IF NODE contains SEARCH_TERM 
      NODE_COLLECTION = NODE_COLLECTION U{NODE} 
  /* NODE_COLLECTION now contains all homonyms */ 
  ITH_SUGGESTION = 1 
  IF size_of(NODE_COLLECTION) > 4 
     NODE_COLLECTION = MOST_COMMON(NODE_COLLECTION) 
  /* NODE_COLLECTION now contains at most 4 homonyms */ 
  FOR EACH NODE IN NODE_COLLECTION 
      NEIGHBOR_LIST = {} 
      FOR N IN NEIGHBORS_PLUS_GRANDPAR(NODE) 
        /* We add one additional level in the IS-A 
           hierarchy to the immediate neighbors. */ 
        NEIGHBOR_LIST = NEIGHBOR_LIST U {<REL, N>} 
      /* Pairs of all neighbors and their connecting  
         relationships are collected in a list. */ 
      PRIOR_LIST = PRIORITIZE(NEIGHBOR_LIST) 
      /* Pairs with important relationships, such as  
         IS-A are placed first in the list. */ 
      SEARCH_SUGGESTIONS[ITH_SUGGESTION] = PRIOR_LIST 
      ITH_SUGGESTION++ 
  SEARCH_SUGGESTIONS = LIMIT_SIZE(SEARCH_SUGGESTIONS) 
  /* At most 12 lines are displayed over all  
     homonyms. */ 
  DISPLAY_WITH_SEPARATORS(SEARCH_SUGGESTIONS) 
  /* Suggestions for each homonym are displayed,  
     visually separated from each other. */ 
END 
 
The algorithm DISPLAY_SEARCH_SUGGESTIONS uses the following sub-

algorithms: MOST_COMMON returns at most four homonyms. The selection is done 
based on the number of hit counts for each homonym. These hit counts are recorded 
in the ontology during creation time. More details can be found in Section 3.2. 

NEIGHBORS_PLUS_GRANDPAR returns for every instance in the ontology all 
neighboring nodes that are one link away from it, plus the “grand parent,” i.e., the IS-
A parent of the class it is an instance of.   

PRIORITIZE sorts the list of neighbors by importance. The importance is deter-
mined by the types of connecting relationships. Thus IS-A relationships to parent 
classes are considered more important than lateral semantic relationships. See Section 
3.2 for more details on the importance of different relationship types. If several 
neighbors are connected by the same relationship type, then the order of the con-
nected concepts is chosen arbitrarily.  

LIMIT_SIZE controls the total size of the output. In order to avoid overloading the 
user with information and in order to achieve a behavior similar to existing search 
engines, the total number of search suggestions displayed is limited to at most 12. The 
number 12 is divisible by 2, 3, and 4, which makes it a good choice for 2, 3, or 4 
homonyms.   
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Finally, the sub-algorithm DISPLAY_WITH_SEPARATORS creates the actual 
dropdown box that is shown to the user.  It contains the computed search suggestions 
with appropriate separators to express the semantic distances between them. 

Altogether the algorithm specifies the following behavior. A user types words of a 
search term into the search box. The algorithm locates nodes (classes or instances) in 
the stored ontologies that correspond to the input words. If only one node is located, 
then there is no problem with homonymy, at least according to the knowledge incor-
porated in the set of all loaded ontologies. On the other hand, if two (or more) nodes 
are located in the ontologies that match the user input, then additional processing is 
necessary.  

For each located node, its neighbors1 in the ontology network are retrieved, starting 
with the parent(s), if it is a class, or if it is an instance, the class that it is an instance 
of. Neighbors that are common to more than one sense (meaning) of the search  
term are eliminated, as they have no discriminatory power. The algorithm now ap-
pends subsets of these retrieved terms to the user terms to generate several suggested 
completions. 

Knowledge from different domains is assumed to be stored in separate ontologies. 
However, when using this implemented knowledge, all ontologies are considered 
connected and combined into a single knowledge base.  

Consider the following abstract example. 

 The user types in two words A B, for example A=Michael and B=Jackson.  
 The system identifies two concepts referred to as A B, let us call them AB1 and 

AB2. 
 AB1 is an instance of K. AB1 has a neighbor L.  
 AB2 is an instance of M. AB2 has a neighbor N. The concepts K, L, M and N 

are distinct. 
 The search engine generates the following suggested completions, three for 

AB1 and three for AB2: A B K; A B L; A B K L; A B M; A B N; and A B M N. 
 The total number of suggested completions is limited by a threshold and con-

trolled by strict priorities in which order to select neighbors (Section 3.2). 
 The suggested completions are presented to the user in a way that visually 

separates the AB1 meaning from the AB2 meaning, for example by using a 
bold line to separate them or by different background colors (see Section 3.2). 

3.2   The Ontology-Supported Web Search (OSWS) System 

The Ontology-Supported Web Search (OSWS) System for “famous people” provides 
search suggestions based on the user input, every time she types a new character. As 
seen in Figure 2, after the user completes the search term “Martina,” the system finds 
all the famous people in the knowledge base with “Martina” in their names. Addi-
tional background information about these famous people is extracted from the 
knowledge base for generating suggested completions. In this example, the tennis 

                                                           
1  The immediate neighbors of a class are the following: parent classes (more general), child 

classes (more specific) and classes that are reachable from it by traversing a “semantic rela-
tionship.” The immediate neighbors of an instance are the class which the instance belongs 
to, and the object properties and the data type properties of the instance. 
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players Martina Hingis and Martina Navratilova and the singer Martina McBride are 
found. From the information related to these three famous people the suggested com-
pletions in the dropdown box are generated and displayed to the user. 

 

Fig. 2. Interface of the OSWS System for search term "Martina" 

In more detail, for each concept of a famous person of the same name, all immedi-
ate neighbors along with the connecting relationships are retrieved from the ontolo-
gies. In the OSWS System, the first proposed suggestion about a famous person is 
always based on the class (modeling the occupation) of the person, which defines the 
name of the domain that the person belongs to. For instance, Martina Hingis has the 
first suggested completion “Martina Hingis tennis player” and Martina McBride has 
the first suggested completion “Martina McBride singer.”  

Then the remaining suggestions about each famous person are constructed based 
on the knowledge retrieved from the ontologies. They may include the background 
information of a person like the date of birth and the place of birth, and sometimes the 
birth name. Besides, for musicians, the ontology stores the genres of music the artist 
performs. For sportsmen, the league and the team he or she belongs to are represented 
in the ontology. For instance, in Figure 2, from the suggested completions the user 
could learn that Martina McBride plays country music, adult contemporary music, 
and country pop music, which she may not have been aware of.    

Different famous Martinas are separated by horizontal lines and background col-
ors. This separation clearly expresses the fact that there are conceptual distances 
among the homonyms expressed by different sets of suggested completions. This 
makes it easier for the user to learn or remember that she is dealing with a homonym. 
Current search engines do not support such a separation. In fact, the visual display in 
the example expresses the fact that Martina Hingis is conceptually closer to Martina 
Navratilova (both tennis players) than to Martina McBride (the singer) by applying 
separating lines of different thickness.  

Besides the separating lines, the background color design in the dropdown box also 
distinguishes famous people from different domains. In Figure 2, the suggestions for 
the two tennis players are generated by the system with a blue background, in contrast 
to the suggested completions of the singer that are displayed with a pink background. 
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Four preselected background colors are used for the at most four homonyms for 
which suggested completions may be displayed. 

After the user chooses one suggestion that fits her search needs and clicks the 
“Google Search” button, she will be led to the result page of a “normal” Google 
search. Here we mimic the Google functionalities by having the “I’m Feeling Lucky” 
button, which will lead directly to the Web page with the highest Google ranking. 

To avoid overwhelming the user with too many suggestions, and to stay close to 
the Google look and feel of the interface, we designed the system to show up to a 
maximum of 12 suggestions for a maximum of four famous people.  

As noted in Section 3.1, there may be too many potential suggested continuations 
for one concept, and a selection process is required. The selection of lines for one 
homonym is achieved by assigning different priorities to different relationship types. 
For example, the IS-A link to the domain name (occupation) is considered to have the 
highest priority. For musicians, the genres of music they play have higher priorities 
than their dates of birth and places of birth. For basketball players, the team and 
league they play in are treated as more important than their birth information. Thus, 
we only show the high priority suggestions if there is more knowledge in an ontology 
than available space in the dropdown box. For example, in Figure 3, we show 12 
suggestions in the search box by eliminating the date of birth and place of birth in-
formation of the singer Michael Jackson, since these have the lowest priorities.  

 

Fig. 3. Interface of the OSWS System for search term "Michael Jackson" 

If there are more than four homonyms (such as the over 20 Michael Jacksons) then 
the OSWS System selects up to four senses based on some criteria. There are two 
candidate approaches for this selection process. One possible selection criterion is the 
amount of information available in the ontologies about each sense. Thus, senses with 
a large amount of attached knowledge should be preferred over other senses.  This is 
based on the pragmatic assumption that system implementers would not make the 
effort of including a large amount of information about a concept in an ontology if 
that concept is considered unimportant. However, this selection approach requires 
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mature ontologies covering many domains with rich knowledge. Unfortunately, such 
ontologies do not always exist, and it is still a big challenge to build them (Section 4).  

In the absence of sufficiently complete ontologies a second approach is needed, 
which is the one used in the OSWS System. A possible criterion to select the most 
popular homonyms is by using the Google hit count estimates.  We assume that peo-
ple with higher hit count estimates are more popular and famous. For instance, the 
query “Michael Jackson singer” returns almost twice the number of Web pages than 
the query “Michael Jackson basketball.” Thus, Michael Jackson the singer should be 
preferred over the others. The representation of three homonymous “Michael Jack-
sons” in the knowledge base can be seen in Figure 4.  

Classes in the figure are represented as boxes. Instances are shown as ellipses. IS-
A links are drawn as arrows from the child class to the parent class. Dashed arrows 
connect instances to the classes that they are instances of. Finally, lines terminated by 
little black squares indicate semantic relationships other than IS-A and instance  of 
relationships.  

 

Fig. 4. Excerpt from the “famous people” knowledge base with homonym example “Michael 
Jackson” 

We have collected the Google hit count estimates and assigned them to the appro-
priate instances of famous people while building the musician and basketball player 
ontologies.  Thus, this information is available before the user starts with her search.  
However, this solution has several disadvantages.  Hit counts are not stable. For ex-
ample, after the singer Michael Jackson’s untimely death, the number of hits greatly 
increased. Thus the previously mentioned ontology-size-based criterion would be 
preferable.  

The suggested completions in the search box of the OSWS System change dy-
namically after every single input character, just as in Google. The response time of 
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the OSWS System in the current implementation is near instantaneous, limited more 
by the typing speed of the user than by the response time of the system. The current 
ontologies in the system contain semantic information about more than 5000 musi-
cians, more than 3000 basketball players and a sampling of sportsmen in other  
domains. Altogether, only three of the over 20 Michael Jacksons known to us are 
included in the ontologies. Clearly, with more and much larger ontologies in the 
OSWS knowledge base, the response time will degrade. More ontology building and 
experimentation is needed to investigate the effect of ontology size on response time.   

3.3   Suggested Completions with Positive and Negative Search Words 

In our previous work [2,6,7] we did not use negative search terms. The idea of using 
negative search terms is akin to mutual inhibition as it occurs in neural networks. If 
different neurons compete for achieving maximum activation, they inhibit neighbor-
ing neurons. This should be seen only as a metaphor, not as a technical model, as 
there are vast differences between the numeric approach of a neural network and the 
symbolic approach of an ontology. Based on this metaphor, if the user types in Mi-
chael Jackson and the ontology knows about Michael Jackson the singer and Michael 
Jackson the basketball player, then two useful suggested completions would be: 

Michael Jackson Singer   –Basketball 
Michael Jackson Basketball   –Singer 

In both those suggested completions, we are using a bold font to indicate the words 
that have been entered by the user. Thus, neighbors of a node that are used as positive 
search terms for one homonym should be introduced as negative search terms for the 
other homonym. To our knowledge, none of the major existing search engines sug-
gests completions with negative search terms to the users. 

Many search engine users appear to be unfamiliar with the meaning of a minus 
sign (–) in front of a search word. Thus, suggesting a completion with a minus sign is 
syntactically unsatisfactory.  Rather, the above completions need to appear as: 

Michael Jackson Basketball [but not] Singer 
Michael Jackson Singer [but not] Basketball 

Using negative search words in suggested completions raises both conceptual and 
practical problems. One big practical problem that we have discovered in this research 
was that three major search engines do not process negative search terms as would be 
expected from their documentations or from a logical understanding of the meaning 
of “negative” words. This issue is, however, not central to the current paper. Results 
of this research are presented in [8]. 

4   Ontology Unde Venis?  

(Ontology, from where do you come?) Probably the biggest problem with all ontol-
ogy-based approaches is from where to take the necessary ontologies. Developing 
them in-house is time consuming and person-hour and/or budget intensive. Wide-
scale ontology reuse has still not materialized, even though the Semantic Web [9], 
ontology search engines such as Swoogle [10] and ontology repositories [11,12] have 
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attempted to solve this problem. Many approaches to automatically generating or 
extending ontologies [2] have met with partial success but have also not reached the 
state of “shrink wrapped solutions.”  

Outside of Medical Informatics, where huge terminological repositories are the 
norm, many ontologies are small. There appears to be little interest in building large, 
fact-oriented, regularly structured ontologies. Researchers prefer to focus on intri-
cately structured, abstract “upper level ontologies” [13,14] or on rules and axioms. 
Building even one ontology with sufficient depth, breadth and domain coverage is a 
major challenge. Building ontologies just for the many existing categories of famous 
people in science, religion, art, history, politics, etc., and their many subcategories 
such as biology, chemistry, physics, computer science etc. in science, is a daunting 
task, even if we limit those ontologies mostly to simply-structured facts and instance 
categorizations.  

Nevertheless, human intelligence relies on both rules and large numbers of simply-
structured facts, including basic categorizations. For example, humans know about a 
large number of people how they are categorized, such that each one is known as a 
family member, friend, workmate, politician, sportsman or woman, somebody from 
“the history book,” a service provider (electrician, plumber, etc.), a teacher, student or 
classmate, etc., etc., or as completely unknown. We have, therefore, developed on-
tologies of musicians and basket ball players and are working on an ontology of 
sports stars to demonstrate the effectiveness of ontology-supported Web search.  

The knowledge represented in these ontologies was mined from Wikipedia using a 
Web parsing program and stored in a temporary relational database. Not all informa-
tion was available about every one of the over 5000 musicians. 

A Protégé ontology was built, using the Protégé API, by extracting the mined data 
from the temporary database. One of the problems encountered in this process was the 
uniqueness requirement of Protégé. Thus, the city “Washington” and the state “Wash-
ington” could not both be represented by the same atom, and we had to append qualifi-
ers to distinguish between them, in this case by appending the letters “DC” to the city.  

To make our work available to the ontology community, we have submitted the 
musician ontology to Ontology Design Patterns (ODP) as an exemplary ontology: 
http://ontologydesignpatterns.org/wiki/Ontology:Musician_Ontology.  In the future, 
we intend to publicize the sports star ontology in the same manner. 

5   Conclusions 

We have described an algorithm and its implementation in the OSWS System that 
improves both our own previous work on ontology-supported Web search and on the 
method that common search engines use for suggesting completions of user search 
terms for cases of homonyms. Our interface clearly separates between suggested 
completions for up to four homonymous concepts that fit the search terms that a user 
has already typed in. Furthermore, suggested completions in our interface may con-
tain positive and negative search words. We have developed a knowledge base con-
sisting of ontologies of musicians and basketball players used in the OSWS System 
and are currently working on a sports star ontology that covers additional popular 
disciplines.   
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